DO NOT INSTALL ANY CONDUITS IN CENTER AREA

LOCATION OF 2-GANG ELECTRICAL BOX MOUNTING.
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NOTES:

1. ENCLOSURE SHOWN IS FOR A TYPICAL CLASSROOM, COMPUTER LABS. AND ADMINISTRATION CONCENTRATOR ENCLOSURES.

2. FRONT OF ENCLOSURE SHALL BE ACCESSIBLE AND UNOBSERVED BY OTHER BUILDING ELEMENTS. PROVIDE ENGRAVED SIGN ON DOOR READING: "DO NOT OBSTRUCT ACCESS". SIGNAGE TO BE PERMANENTLY AFFIXED TO THE FRONT OF THE CONCENTRATOR CABINET DOOR.

3. CONCENTRATOR ENCLOSURE SHALL BE VENTED ON SIDE PANELS TO PROVIDE AIR CIRCULATION THROUGH THE SWITCHES. TOP OF ENCLOSURE SHALL HAVE NO VENTS OR OPENINGS OF ANY KIND EXCEPT FOR WIRED MOLD OR CONDUIT.

4. THE COVER OF THE ENCLOSURE SWINGS OUT TO PROVIDE EASY ACCESS TO CABINET COMPONENTS. THE DOOR SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH A LOCK AND KEY.

5. FOR EQUIPMENT LAYOUT IN VARIOUS ENCLOSURES SEE SHEET NUMBERS: ED.201 THROUGH ED.203.

6. CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE AS-BUILT DOCUMENTS RELATED TO CONCENTRATOR DEVICE. DOCUMENTS TO BE STORED IN DOCUMENT POUCH.

7. ENCLOSURES WILL ALWAYS BE INSTALLED WITH LOUVER OPENINGS FACING DOWNWARD.

8. CONCENTRATOR TO NOTE ON INTERIOR OF CONCENTRATOR CABINET DOOR THE LIST OF ROOMS THE CONCENTRATOR IS FEEDING.